Care and Handling Considerations for High
Capacity Data Cartridges
&
Introducing
Imation LTO Generation III

Past History
•

Half-inch tape cartridges were first introduced in 1984.
– Easy to convert from reel to reel
– A two-fold increase in data transfer rate
– Rack and floor space savings on the 4”X4” cart.

•

In 1991-92 half-inch cartridge technology took another step forward
– 3490E drives and cartridges
– 4x increase in storage capacity

•

1995 brought another revolution in half-inch cartridge technology
– The 3590 drive and cartridges
– A 50x increase in storage capacity from the 3480 to 10 GB
Now look where we are today...

Today’s Environments
•

Tape technologies
– 3420
Round reel drives write 9 tracks
– 3480
drives write 18 tracks
– 3490E
drives write 36 tracks
– 3590
drives write 128 tracks
– 3590E
drives write 256 tracks
– 3590H
drives write 384 tracks
– 9840
drives write 288 tracks
– 9940
drives write from 288/ 576 tracks
– DLT IV /SDLT
drives write from 448 tracks
– LTO Gen I & Gen II drives write from 384/512 tracks
– And now Imation’s new LTO Gen III 704 tracks
across the same half-inch width of tape !!!
The higher track density results in increases in storage
capacity but also requires much closer attention to proper care and handling.

The ”Issues”
•

The risk of data loss from damage to a single cartridge has grown
substantially where the proper care and handling of cartridge media is
now of paramount importance to the performance and success of the
data center.

•

It is essential to remember: “What is of critical importance is not the
cost of replacing the tape, but the cost of replacing the data!”

•

The success of your business can depend on the ability to
successfully read or write a single cartridge.

Definition of Media Lifetime

•

Media Life May Be Defined as:
“The length of time that the media may be successfully written
to, stored, and successfully read, until it fails to perform”

5 Factors That Affect Media Lifetime
•

Technology Obsolescence

•

Media Wear & Debris Generation

•

Hardware Maintenance and Malfunction

•

Manufacturing Quality of the Media

•

Handling & Storage

Technology Obsolescence
•

Technology Obsolescence is a Key Factor in Determining Media Life
(retirement) Requirements
– What happens to archive volumes that exist, yet no drive is
available to recover the data?
(i.e. 556 bpi reel-to-reel computer tape)
– What happens to archive volumes when the software to read
the data files is upgraded or replaced?

Media Wear
•

Media Wear and Frequent Accesses
– Reduced lifetime should be expected for frequently accessed volumes
generally due to issues other than normal use
– These include:
• Drive loads/unloads (possible drive induced damage)
• Frequent or lengthy exposures to uncontrolled environments
• Increased interaction with other “bad” media
• Cartridge shell and/or media damage due to handling

Debris Generation
Media Debris May Be Categorized As Either Adherent or NonAdherent
*Adherent debris adheres to drive components. Wet
cleaning of the tape path improves performance
*Non-adherent (loose) debris, in small quantities, is
typically the result of normal use and is generally
removed by routine maintenance

Debris Generation
•

Other Factors Can Increase Debris Generation During Drive
Operation
– Increased debris generation is found in media stored and
operated in extreme temperature and humidity conditions

Wound-in Debris

Drive Induced Damage - Cinch

Handling Damage
•

Cartridge Shell is Designed to Protect the Media
– Studies and analyses of field return data reveal that
physical cartridge damage is the primary cause of
cartridge failure
• Cracked shells, split welds
• Broken or missing components
• Debris
• Improvements in cartridge shell construction and weld
design have resulted in the reduction of physical
damage from mishandling (dropping)
– Although no physical damage to the shell may be seen,
damage to the tape pack is likely to occur

Impact of dropping
•

This image shows an exposed tape pack from a cartridge. If the cartridge is dropped,
the impact of hitting the floor can cause the tape pack to shift which can damage the
tape strands that are not in line with the bulk of the tape pack. The creased edge or
fold created by the drop can make these tracks unreadable.

Impact of dropping

Handling Guidelines
•

When handling cartridges, use the finger grips which are molded into the
side of most cartridges.

•

The deep recessed label area on the cover of the cartridge allows users to
stack the cartridges.
However, only stack the cartridges up to six high to minimize the risk of
tipping the stack over.

•

How many cartridges can do you carry at one time? Can you put them
down without tipping the stack? If not, you have too many!

Handling Guidelines
•

Don’t load a damaged or dirty cartridge. It could damage the heads
and drive components. Consult your CE before loading questionable
media into your drive.

•

Don’t carry the cartridges loose in a box or briefcase.

•

Don’t leave your cartridges in a car, or any other place where they’ll be
subject to environmental extremes.

•

Never touch the magnetic surface of the tape.

Storage Guidelines
•

Keep cartridges boxed until ready for use.

•

Keep cartridges away from dust and debris. Don’t store them near
printers or copiers, they create a lot of airborne debris. Also,
shipping and receiving areas are no place to store your cartridges.

•

Keep cartridges away from high current cables, power supplies,
motors, or generators. Recorded information could be lost if the
magnetic field is greater than 40 gauss.

Storage Guidelines
• Warning: if you are using any “servo track” tapes (3590,
3590E/H,3592,9840,9940, SDLT or LTO cartridges), they
should never be degaussed.
•

– Each of these cartridges has a factory installed servo track that
it needs in order to run properly.
– Degaussing the cartridge will erase this information and make
the cartridge unusable.

Cleaning Guidelines
•

Use Cleaning Cartridges to keep your drives clean. Be sure to use this
process in accordance with the manufacturers recommendations.

•

If the outside of your cartridges are dirty, use a lint free cloth with isopropyl
alcohol to wipe away dirt or debris. Be sure to keep the alcohol away from
the actual tape.

•

Excessive labels on the surface of the cartridge prevent the proper
interlocking of the cartridges when stacked and should be removed.

•

Only use the labels supplied with or approved for the cartridges.

Environmental Guidelines
– Operating Environment:
• Condition Before Testing 24 hours.
• Temperature
60° to 90°F (15.6° to 32.2° C).
• Relative Humidity (RH)
20% to 80% non-condensing.
– Transportation Environment: (avoid rapid change in Temp & Humidity)
• Temperature
-10° F to 120° F (-23° C to 49° C).
• Relative Humidity (RH)
5% to 80% non-condensing.
– Storage Environments:
• Temperature
40° F to 90° F (-5° C to 32° C).
• Relative Humidity (RH)
5% to 80% non-condensing.
– Recommendations:
• Optimal Archive Conditions: 59° - 77° F (15° -25° C),
30- 40% RH
• Maximum Gradient: 10 degrees C /hr, 10 % RH/hr

Recommendations to Extend Media
Lifetimes
•

Recommendations
– Work closely with media and hardware manufacturers in the
management of media within the library
– Utilize proper care and handling techniques to prevent damage
• Remove and replace tapes that are cracked or show physical
damage
• Copy and remove any cartridge that is known to have been dropped
– Remove any inhibitor media that is being utilized in the environment
• Control of external tapes being introduced into the environment is
critical

Recommendations to Extend Media
Lifetimes
•

Recommendations
– Utilize tightly controlled environmental conditions in operating,
storage, transport and archive environments
• Control of the operating and storage environments prevent many
mechanisms of failure from occurring
• Storage of archival volumes should be at recommended
temperatures and humidity
– Lower humidity reduces absorption of water by binder
copolymers
– Lower temperature and lower humidity reduces degradation of
magnetic particle
– Lower temperature and lower humidity reduces
contraction/expansion of the tape pack

Recommendations to Extend Media
Lifetimes
•

Recommendations
– When you receive new half-inch tape cartridges, if you can give them 24 hours
to acclimate before you use them.
– When first loaded into the drive if possible run a retension of the cartridge, if
the cartridge has been mishandled this will re align the tape pack and over
come servo acquisition issues.
– Be sure to use the cartridges in a computer room with a controlled
environment to guide lines .
– Keep the relative humidity between 45% and 50% in the environment where
the cartridges will be used; and, keep the temperature between 18C and 23C.
– Keep the cartridges away from moisture, dirt and direct sunlight.

Recommendations to Extend Media
Lifetimes
•

Recommendations
– Do not rely on visual inspection a suspect tape cartridge,
as damage to the media may occur
– Observations are important and may indicate problems
exist that are not readily measured through other
performance parameters
• How many cartridges are dropped during your shift?
• Do user carts arrive in padded envelopes that burst,
leaving a cloud of debris on the cartridge?

With New Advances in Tape Formulations
this is now leading to
New High Capacity Tape Cartridges

Imation has Built and Commissioned
The World’s First Dedicated Terabyte-Class
Magnetic Tape Manufacturing Facility

Imation Terabyte-Class Facility
Imation Weatherford, Oklahoma
• Imation’s largest single capital investment ever
• Magnetic media for advanced systems with cartridge capacities greater than
400GB native starting with LTO Gen 3
• From R&D to product commercialization
• Location is entirely focused on magnetic media manufacturing

What’s Tera ÅngstromTM Technology
What is a Terabyte?
•
•
•
•

One million megabytes
50,000 trees made into paper and printed
Stack of books on a library shelf 80 klms long
The National Library (17 million books) would equal 10 terabytes

What is an Angstrom?
• Unit of measure the size of an atom
• 1 hundred-millionth of a centimeter

Why Does the Industry Need a Terabyte Cartridge?
Imation customer examples:
• Archive library of over 4 million tapes from the past 40 years
• Offsite storage of 500,000 cartridges to protect from litigation
• Managing petabytes of disk space

“Give me my terabyte tape!”
- Imation Customer

Technology Trends to Increase Capacity
Three critical technology advancements need to occur to increase capacity of
tape technology.
Technology Advancements
Track Density
• Precision in servo writing/slitting processes
• Track following: tape path design
Bit Density
• Media Output, SNR, Low Errors
• Data Channel Encoding/De-coding Efficiency

Length of Tape per Cartridge
• Thinner Substrate

Imation Technology Breakthrough
Imation Tera ÅngstromTM Technology
Angstrom surface smoothness for terabytes of storage
The proprietary metal particulate advanced formulation and unique
manufacturing process allows Imation to develop and manufacture high
quality, high capacity tape media leading to terabyte-class storage
capabilities.

Impingement Process
1. Impingement Process, greater than 10,000psi jets force particles
against each other and separating them into nanometer-size elements
which enables magnetic layer uniformity.

Drying Process
2. Quiescent Drying Process, it utilizes low air velocity and magnetic coils for extremely
precise particle orientation. This allows for maximum bit density and storage capacity.

Calendering Process
3. In-line Calendering Process, is a series of rollers with an ultra-smooth finish that
compresses the tape surface to achieve surface smoothness measured in Angstrom units.

Surface Smoothness
AFM Image of LTO2

AFM Image of Imation 1 Terabyte media

Ra: 40 angstroms

Ra: 24 angstroms

100 mm x 100 mm scans, vertical scale 100 nm/div

Imation Tera ÅngstromTM Technology
Advantage

• Capacity
Increased capacity through bit and track density
improvements

• Performance
Higher SNR and consistent signal strength ensures
efficient processing time.
• Reliability: Is it a 0 or is it a 1?
Surface uniformity (smoothness) and higher SNR allow for
accurate data reading.
• Quality
State-of-the-art quality practices incorporated throughout
the facility insure the integrity of the data once written

LTO Gen 3
• On the 12th of August , 2004 .IBM, HP and Certance , the three
technology provider companies for LTO announced Imation has been
awarded Licenses for LTO Ultrium Generation 3, the first for media.
• In adherence to its compliance testing , the LTO program requires
that all licensees pass a series of compliance verification tests ,
which call for rigorous data interchangeabilty testing before being
issued a license and the right to display the LTO logo.
• Compliance and verification testing by MAC was concluded for
Imation LTO Ulturium Generation 3 on October 26th which passed
and was allowed to be released to the market 1st.

Imation LTO
Ultrium Generation 3
Tape Cartridges
Shipping 27th October, 2004
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LTO Ultrium Generation 3 Technology Overview
•LTO Ultrium Generation 3 is the 3rd format in the LTO roadmap. Utilizing a single reel,
half-inch magnetic tape with a native capacity of 400GB and transfer rates of 60 – 80 MB
/ second
•Drives will be manufactured by HP, IBM and Certance and sold and marketed by most
leading vendors of servers and automated backup systems.
•LTO Ultrium Generation 3 is the first generation of the LTO roadmap to support a WORM
(Write Once, Read Many) cartridge for regulatory compliance applications

Ultrium Gen 3 Estimated Worldwide Market Size
Ultrium Gen 3 Market Size
Total Drive Shipments (WW)
Total Media Market Units (WW)

2004
2,000
18,500

2005
95,000
1,615,000

2006
235,000
4,808,000

2007
286,000
8,531,000

Source: Imation 2004 compiled from Garter, IDC and Santa Clara

LTO Ultrium Generation 3
Competitive Landscape
Ultrium G3 Drive
Vendors

Current Media
Manufacturers
Shipping

Expected Media
Manufacturers
to enter
the market

LTO Generations
PARAMETER

Generation
1

Generation
2

Generation
3

Generation
4

Native Capacity

100GB

200GB

400GB

800GB

Native Transfer Rate

10-20 MB/s

20-40 MB/s

40-80 MB/s

80-160 MB/s

Data Tracks

384

512

704

1024

# of Data Channels

8

8

16

16

Channel Type

RLL (1,7)

PRML

PRML

PRML

Tape Length (m)

609

609

680

800

Tape Speed (m/sec)

2.7 - 5.4

3.75 - 7.5

3.75 - 7.5

3.75 - 7.5

Servo Pattern

Time Based
Servo

SAME

SAME

SAME

Media Type

MP2

MP2-MP3

MP4

MP4

Timeframe

2000

Q4 2002

Q4 2004

2007

LTO Gen 3
LTO GEN. 1
DRIVE

LTO GEN. 2
DRIVE

LTO GEN. 3
DRIVE

LTO Gen. 1 CART

Write & Read

Write & Read *

Read Only

LTO Gen. 2 CART

Will Not Function

Write & Read

Write & Read **

LTO Gen.3 CART

Will Not Function

Will Not Function

Write & Read

UNIVERSAL CLEANING
CART

Will Clean***

Will Clean

Will Clean

* LTO Gen.1 Cart
Capacity

**

***

LTO Gen. 2 Cart
Capacity

With Updated Firmware

Ultrium Cartridge –
Imation Value Added Features

Imation’s patented three-piece tape spool
design delivers improved tape handling for
better tracking and fewer errors.

The patented corner snap improves
cartridge strength and helps to keep the
leader pin in place.

Ultrium Cartridge - Imation Value
Added Features

Imation Ultrium Tape Cartridge
The Imation Ultrium tape cartridge shows
no damage when dropped from a short
distance

Thank You!!

